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In a dictatorship, forces
of change become
revolutions. In a
totalitarian government, forces of change
are liquidated.

VOL. X Number 10

In a democracy, forces
of change are
committed.
P.J. Feeney

NEWARK STATc COLL EGE, UN ION, NEW JERSEY

N.S.C. Reacts To Failure
Of 18 Year Vote

Nov. 13, 1969

All-College Senate Proposal To
Be Presented To Faculty Senate

The failure by over 250,000 refusal to give the vote to their
votes ( 18 per cent) to lower the own children. In essence, they
voting age in New Jersey don't have any confidence in their
At the April 10th meeting of
seemingly would discourage the own children, and, thus admit
the
Faculty Senate last year, a
defeat
in
the
raising
of
their
own
students who campaigned and
canvassed for months to win the children. The adults look at proposed constitution of the
vote. But in traditional good-loser campus disorders with dismay and All-College Senate was presented.
political style, organizers of the disbelief. I feel that the The proposed College Senate
campaigns refuse to admit eighteen-year-old vote was a way would be comprised of faculty,
discouragement.
of helping to end campus administrators, students, trustees,
David DuPell , chairman of the disorders through the system. I and alumni. The proposed
Voting Age Coalition (VAC) in can see no hope now for students constitution also makes provisions
New Jersey, released a statement to voice their opinions through for students to actively partake in
the various Senate committees.
to the press which vowed to ' proper channels'."
Several faculty members and
Dr. Barry Keller of the Science
continue the fight. As a staff
students
now at work on the
Department
expressed
a
very
member at the Trenton
proposal
came
to the realization
exact
and
clear
reaction.
He
said,
headquarters explained, "The
resolve is there. It's just a matter " I think it stinks." Dr. Keller that the main problem
of time until we can convince the believes that if it weren't for the confronting in the estabUshment
voters of our cause. We're not conservative nature of New of the All-College Senate is in the
Jersey, the lower voting age technical make-up , the
pessimistic."
But there is plenty to be proposal would not have been distribution of power.
A measurable difference of
pessimistic about. The earliest rejected.
opinion
within the Faculty Senate
Other
students
expressed
possible time the issue can again
as to the worth of an All-College
disappointment
with
the
outcome
be put before the voters is in two
Senate has led its proponents to
years, and then only if the state of the referendum but varied in
draw up a proposal for an interim
personal
opinion
of,
and
cause
of,
legislature is convi nced voter
board.
the
rejection.
Twenty-year-old
sentiment has changed sufficiently
This plan will be presented to
Ron
M.
Brown
looked
upon
an
to warrant passing another
the Faculty Senate very shortly
eighteen-year-old
vote
in
light
of
referendum bill.
the Vietnam War. He feels that by Dr. John Hutchinson and Dave
The earliest possible date for
the young people who are fighting Lichtenstein.
18-year old voting to go into
If passed, this temporary
in Vietnam may reach the point
effect in New Jersey in 1972, and
where they will "stop begging the "sounding board" for problems
then only if IO per cent of the
now facing the collr-ge community
voters can be convinced to change people who have the power, and
would include two members of
their minds in another
referendum.
V AC is encouraged by
Republican Governor-elect
William T. Cahill's support for
lowering the voting age, and the
organization expects Cahill to
campaign heavily for it.
"Women's voting, Social
Security, and Medicare didn't pass
the Physical Education
by Ina White
the first time aroun d either, but
department. The final solution, in
people didn't give up easily
A new calendar, a compromise which gym exemptions will be
plan for gym waivers for veterans, granted to those veterans passing
either."
Eleven other states will place 125 course revisions and a host of qualifying exams in swimming and
the voting age issue before their new major programs - these are one other sport, is scheduled for
voters next year, but prospects for just a few of the items that have final approval by the Faculty
lowering the age have not been been studied or will soon be Senate.
improved by this month's results. studied by the Curriculum
NSC President Nathan Weiss Committee charied by Mr. Robert
Mr. Schuhmacher explained
remarked, " I think it was most Schuhmacher.
that "the curriculum Committee
unfortunate that it was defeated. "
establishes academic justification
Mr. Schumacher explained that for programs" to be developed
Dr. Weiss went on to say that he
felt that the failure to lower the the proposal for a change in the consistent with the goals and
voting age was due mainly to lack school calendar originated in purposes of the college. In this
of political organization. Weiss response to a desire to eliminate regard, the Committee has
stated that what was by young the "lame-duck" week after recently approved or will soon
people on behalf of the vote; Christmas vacation that currently
there was not enough personal exists. Under one possible new
contact with the voters, not plan, all classes would end by the
start of Christmas vacation, thus
enough "door bell ringing."
Tony Levi and Dave freeing students from exam
Lichtenstein, co-chairmen of the worries over the holidays. The
Voting Age Coalition (VAC) at two to four weeks following the
Newark State, had emphatic holidays could be used for
reactions to the defeat of the informal seminars, field work, or
lowered voting age. Mr. independent research projects.
Lichtenstein stated, "Right or The proposal has been sent to
wrong, for many students, this departmental committees to get
was the last attempt to work faculty members' opinions on
within the system. And for whether such a plan would indeed
myself, I have not given up, but I be "academically desirable."
have lost a great amount of
respect for the 'older
In regard to the veterans' gym
generation'." Levi stated: "With waiver, Mr. Schuhmacher pointed
the defeat of the eighteen-year-old out that the main job of the
vote, I feel that those over Committee was in bringing
twenty-one have widened the together for discussion the two
generation gap by their outright parties involved, the veterans and...... , , ,

Dr. Jane Guinanne

the Board of Trustees,
Administration, Faculty Senate,
Faculty Association, and Alumni
Association. Student membership
on the ad hoc Senate will consist
of one member chosen from
Student Org., CBA, IFSC , one
independent student elected at
large, and one at-large delegate
elected from the entire student
body.
Dave Lichtenstein commented,

overcome the petty politics which
perpetually haunt Newark State
and work together for a realistic
goal, we must have some kind of
representative body for the entire
college. This college interim board
is a start in the right direction."
Dr. Jane Giunanne , in
discussing the formation of an
All-College Senate, said that she is
totally in favor of it. In her
opinion , the "Senate should have
a min 1m um composition of
administrators , faculty and
students, with all members having
voting privileges, and every other
privilege which is available to a
Senator," that is, that the
students should be given real
power, not merely tokenism.
"This is a college community,"
Dr. Guinanne continued, "and as
such the major areas of this
community should make decisions
together concerning the college.
Commenting on the interim
"sounding board" proposal, Dr.
Guinnane felt that this was
"building another group on top of
the groups we already have . I

"Eventually there may evolve an

would prefer to get at the heart of
the matter, and get right to work

All-College Senate, but until we've

on the All-College Senate ."

Calender And Gym Waivers Students
Support
Studied by Curriculum Commit. Gross
consider plans for development of
such varied programs as Urban
Recreation , Outdoor Education,
Theatre Arts, Computer Science,
and Master's programs in
Psychology and History. Other
programs in varied stages of
consideration include Economics,
Sociology, Men's Physical
Education, and revisions in the
Liberal Arts Fine Arts major to
include a studio major, an Art
History major, and a studio
program for certification in Art
Education. Besides major
revisions, I 25 individual course
changes are also to be acted on by
the Committee including changes
ranging from increasing elective
courses, to changes in catalogue
descriptions, to title revisions.
In discussing the changes and
additions in courses, Mr.
Schuhmacher stressed that the
Curriculum Committee is an
all-college committee. "Students
ought to be more involved" in the
work of the committee, he said,
for often only the students can
tell if there is a duplication in
course content or if an important
area of study is not being covered.
0 nly one student group,
Collegians for Black Action, has
recently offered suggestions for
courses, and he urged others with
new ideas to speak to professors
or to come directly to the
1
Curriculum Committee.

A Livingston College (division
of Rutgers University) freshman
has called upon his academic
community to voice their support
for Rutger's President Dr. Mason
Gross, who faces a court trial for
his stand regarding the October 15
Vietnam Moratorium.
Carl Rex has circulated an
open letter to the students,
faculty and administrators of
Livingston College, and requested
that a tear-off section be signed
and returned to him as a
demonstration of support for Dr.
Gross.
The open litter consists of a
brief statement which advocates
student support for Gross. The
tear-off section contains an
endorsement of President Gross'
decision to cancel classes on
October 15. Also included in the
letter is a stipulation that a copy
of the_lists of those who reply as
backers will be sent to a local
newspaper as well as to President
Gross. -..
Of the 800 letters sent to
students, 150 affirmative replies
thus far have been received.
Carl Rex cites three motives
behind his open letter campaign .
He feels that the student replies
serve as a form of moral support.
and that in view of Gross' stand.
students sho uld back their
President if they believe his cause
to be just.
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Traffic Flow Is
Outlined for NSC
z

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 11/16
Date

Event

SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 16TH
7:45 PM. CCB Film: "Wild Strawberries"

Place

Little Theatre

MONDAY,NOVEMBER17TH
6:00-10:00 Delta Sigma Pi Meeting
7: 00-10:00 Aleithian Society Meeting
7:00-10:00
8:00-10:00 Science Club Meeting

Sloan Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Messiah Rehearsal
Hex Room

TUESDAY , NOVEMBER18TH
Downs Hall Room B
1:40-2 :55 College Center Board Meeting
Alumni Lounge
1:40-2:55 Nu Theta Chi Pledge Show Rehearsal Little Theatre
1:40-2:55 College Center Board Meeting
Activities Bldg Room B
2:30-6:00 Council on Urban Education Meeting Downs Hall Room A
1 :40-2:55 Department Meetings
Various Locations
6:30-10:00 Omega Sigma Psi Meeting
Sloan Lounge
6:00-9:00 Sigma Beta Chi Meeting
Hex Room
7:00-10:00 Nu Delta Pi Meeting
Downs Hall Room B
7:00-10:00 Nu Sigma Tau Meeting
Willis 200
7:00-10:00
Rho Theta Tau
Meeting
Alumni
Lounge
7:00-10:00 Chi Delta Meeting
T.V.
Lounge
7:00-10:00 Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
Little Theatre
7:30-10:00 Graduate Student Assn. Meeting
12:00-2 :00 Behavioral Science Comm. Meeting

WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER19TH
9:30-2:30 Field Services Meeting
11 :30-1 :00 Counseling Services Meeting
11 :30-2 :00 Faculty Staff Buffet
6:00-8:00 College Center Board Meeting
6:00-9 :00 Nu Theta Chi Pledge Show

Downs Hall Room A
Downs Hall Room B
Downs Hall Faculty Din . Rm.
Alumni Lounge
Snack Bar

THURSDAY,NOVEMBER20TH
12: 00-1: 30 Social Agencies Meeting
1:40-2:55
1:40-2:55
3:30-5:30
4:30-5:45

Student Teaching Seminar
Dr. Polglaze-Symposium
Fine Arts Panel Discussion
Fine Arts 211 Seminar

7:00-10:00 Sigma Beta Tau Alumni
8:30 PM. Theatre Guild Perf: "Camelot"

Downs Hall Room A
L105 and 107
Little Theatre
E-2
Alumni Lounge
Activities Bldg RoomB
Little Theatre
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21ST
8:30-10:00 Institutional Planning Board
7:00-10:00 Faculty Dames

8:30 PM. Theatre Guild Perf. : "Camelot"

Downs Hall Room B
Downs Hall Section II
Meeting Room A
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

SATURDAY,NOVEMBER22ND
10:00-12:00 N.J. State Commission for Blind
9:30-2;30 Classroom Renaissance
8:00-12 :00 Class of 1972 Mixer
8:30 PM. Theatr~ Guild Perf. : "Camelot"

Hex Room
GymAD'Angola Gym
Snack Bar
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

Reaction To Nixon's Nov 3
Speech is Negative
By RICK FITCH
College Press Service

WASHINGTON - (CPS) - The
reaction of antiwar leaders here to
President Nixon 's Nov. 3 Vietnam
speech has been one of anger and
dismay. The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee and New Mobilization
Committee both predict that the
hard-line tone of the speech will
be the catalyst for many
undecideds to JOW peace
demonstrations Nov. I 3-15.
Particularly bitter are leaders

of the Mobilization which is
sponsoring the Nov. 15 March on
Washington. In addition to
hearing Nixon indirectly attempt
to discredit their planned
activities by speaking derogatorily
of the "vocal minority" who
would seek to formulate
government policy in the streets,
they have been informed by the
Justice Department that parade
permits won't be granted for part
of the march.
According to Ron Young,
project director for the march,
Justice Department officials are
refusing to grant permits for the
first leg of the march, from the
Capitol mall up Pennsylvania
Ave ., to the White House . He said
the officials continue to question
the need for any demonstration,

Reactions
(Continued from Page I I

take it upon themselves to destroy
those laws."
Other Newark Staters,
however, feel the state voting age
should remain twenty-one. Junior
Diana Regan believes: "Most
18-year-olds are in a stage of life
where, by nature, they are
rebelling against authority and
this has a tendency to affect their
judgment. Their views also tend to
fluctuate a great deaJ at this time.
I feel that 18-year-olds need
additional three years to mature
so that their views on critical
issues can become more realistic,
responsible, and stable." Sandra
Moore stated : "I am 20-years-old
and I feel that my views have
changed so much in the past 2
years, that I could not have
possibly voted responsibly when I
was 'eighteen."

and negotiations have completely
"broken down."
Stewart Meacham, one of six
Mobilization co-chairmen, said he
still expects the permits to be
granted since, "The people have
the constitutional right of free
assembly." Promising that the
Mobilization isn't about to make a
back room deal that would steer
the march away from the White
House, he strongly hinted it
would proceed there even if the
appropriate
available.

permits

were

not

John Bennett, president of the
Union Theological Seminary, said
of the speech: "He (Nixon) gave
us no concession at all. He talked
a lot about peace, about a just
peace. But he gave us a program
for continuation of an unjust
war . . . . If you think the war is
just awkward, then it is sufficient
to try to lower U.S. troop
casualties; but if you think it

immoral. . . . the fighting must
end."
Jonathan Mirsky; a Dartmouth
professor, said it was
"presumptuous and vulgar" of
Nixon to cite an example of an
alleged Viet Cong atrocity in the
city of Hue and call it a
bloodbath, when the U.S. has
killed according to conservative
estimates, over . a half-million
Vietnamese in four 'years. "Nixon
has tied himself to an -albatross,"
Mirsky said.
The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee called Nixon's
announced plans "an extension of
Lyndon Johnson's war policies."
"The President implies that
any alternative to his policy
would be unpatriotic," said Sam
Brown, national Moratorium
spokesman. "We have a different
concept of patriotism. We believe
that the drain of lives and
(Continued on Pa!!e 6)

N.S.C. Art Profs
Display Works
currently exhibiting additionaJ
works at the National Arts Club in
New York.
Mr. Theodosius W. Victoria, a
new member of the Fine Arts
Department at Newark State, has
been selected as one of the
The first of his exhibitions will
exhibitors at the art show entitled
be conducted at Randolph-Macon "Sound", being held at the
College in Ashland, Virginia from Museum of Contemporary Crafts
the 8th through the 16th of in New York. The exhibit will run
November.
continuously from October 25
Mr. Lipscomb was awarded a through January 3.
Master of Arts degree from The
Mr. Victoria is displaying two 7
American University in foot solar-audio plastic
Washington, D.C. , and has studied constructions in front of the
at the Richmond ProfessionaJ museum. The structures, which
Institute, New York University, reprod ii~ sound from one
I 'Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, column tlrthe other, are powered
and at the Hans Hoffman School. and controlled by solar energy.
His exhibition credits include the Mr. Victoria has exhibited
Corcoran Museum of Art, The extensively throughout the east,
International Exhibition of and has conducted several
Washington, the New Jersey one-man shows in New Jersey.
Museum of Art, and at various
Mr. Victoria is a graduate of
galleries in New York.
the State University of New York
The exhibit at Randolph-Ma- at New Paltz, and holds a master
con includes selected works that of fine arts degree in sculpture
Mr. Lipscomb has done , over too , ,and painting from Rutgers
last , ten years. • Mr•. , Lipsc0mb,.is· ,. University.
,,,,,,,,·
Henry Bernard Lipscomb III,
an assistant professor in the Fine
Arts department at Newark State,
is currently conducting two
exhibitions of his paintings,
drawings and assemblages.
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"Biological Insult" Cited As
Cause for Poor .Learning
Many slum children learn
poorly in school. The home
environment is often blamed with
terms like "cultural deprivation,"
but a more basic cause may be
" biological insult."
" Biological insult" is damage
to the brain and body before,
during, and after birth. Because of
better nutrition and me dical care,
it afflicts the middle class much
less often than the poor.
"The sum of the biological
insults are poor intellectual
performance and more frequent
behavior disturbances," says Dr.
Sandra Scarr, assistant professor
of education at the University of
Pennsylvania. "By the time they
reach kindergarten, many have
already suffered insults that will
impede learning throughout their
lives."
Even ·expe rimental pre-school
programs such as "Head Start"
and " Get Set" will not repair the
damage many children suffer
before they reach school. Says Dr.
Scarr:
''The greater inci dence of
pre-nata l complications,
premature birth, and birth damage
among Negro children has been
found to account almost entirely
fo r lower IQ scores among Negro
chil dren .
" Many poor children are daily
subjected to these insul ts from
conception to maturity . Children

of the poor are too often mothers have an eight-times
physic a 11 y s m a 11 er and greater chance of bearing a chil d
intellectually duller because of un der 4.5 pounds than do
these biological problems."
middle-class mothers.
One critical factor is the
When premat u re bith is
amount and quality of foo d the com b ine d with c u ltural
baby receives. Poor nutrition or d eprivation, the effects are
an infection in the mother can "devastating," Dr. Scarr believes.
stunt the development of a "Few infants born at less than 4.5
growing brain.
pounds to poor familie_s ever
"Deficiency of protein - the achieve IQ's over I 00."
most costly kind of food - is
" From the day a poor chil d is
particularly damaging to the conceive d by his poorly nou rished
developing brains of children," mother, he is probably unequal.
Dr. Scarr reports. "Low protein His whole pre-natal course of
intake is connected with poor development may be impeded by
in tell ec tual development an d a multitude of hazards - slower
general dullness. Vitamin and iron growth, infections, and other
deficiencies, also more prevalent pre-natal complications
to
among the poor, have had effects which middle-class chil dren are
as well. Malnutrition in early life seldom exposed."
does permanent damage."
Rather than say all biological
Low birth weight is directly condi tions are inherite d, Dr. Scarr
associated with d ecrease d suggests, the government coul d
intellectual performance in late r assure greater opportunity to an
life, says Dr. Scarr. It exposes an individual by helping him even
infant to oxygen deprivation an d before he is born. "From womb
metabolic imbalances that damage to tomb" could become more
the brain. And poor urban than a slogan.

West To Speak On
"Elcistics'' Nov. 18
M r. B er n a rd P aulm a n ,
pr esi dent of th e Graduate
Students Association at Newark
St at e announ c ed that

SENIORSI

GRADUATE STUDENT-5 !
DICTOGRAPH SECURITY SYSTEMS ,
HAS PART-TIME OPENINGS
IF YOU HAVE A CAR AND
YOU CAN SPARE
3 EVENINGS A WEEK (6-9 P.M.)
PLUS SATURDAYS OR SUNDAYS

YOU CA~ EARN •..
$50-$100 PER WEEKI
($3 per hour guarantee against ·commission)
IF YOU ARE SELECTED
YOU WILL DEMONSTRATE
OUR NEW APARTMENT BLDG.
BURGLAR ALARM/SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
ON A "BY -APPOINTMENT" BASIS;

CALL MR. JAME_
S 92.6-5.900

Co un cilman-at-large Calvin D.
West , from the city of Newark ,
will be the discussion leader at the
first of a series of symposiums
spon sor e d by the Graduate
Students Association .
Councilman West will speak on
the topic of "Ekistics" on
Tuesday , Novemb er 18, at 7:30
p.m. in the Little Theat re on the
Union campus. Ekistics is the
science which stud ies human
settlements by examining the
forces and events that have shaped
present day urban and suburban
life. Councilman West has done
extensive research in the field of
ekistics as it relates specifically to
the city of Newark.
The symposium will be made
up of grad uate students at Newark
State who have researched and
written papers in the field of
human settlement. According to
Mr. Paulman "it will pool together
the best ideas from all of the
participants in examining needs
for future survival."
According to Mr. Paulman,
"the purpose of the association is
to explore common interests
among faculty and graduate
students and to develop common
knowledge and ideas." He added
that "the symposiums will help
meet that goal." Mr. Paulman
currently resides in Union.

What?

.H. Duff

Inside -Ed Naha

H.D .: What do you feel the function of a school paper should be?
E.N.: Excretion.
H.D.: What does your job entail as Assistant Feature Editor?
E.N.: As Assistant Feature Editor, my job entails checking the
background of all the individ uals that pass through the doors of
the Independent office. You know, the usual things; were their
parents born in this country ; do they have any Communist
affiliation; do they read " Zebra"; etc.
H.D .: Since you entered Newark State, has the college changed and if it
has, in what manner?
E.N.: Well , since I arrived (laughter), I've noticed an increase in formal
dances. And various committees I've been working with have
been pushing for formal attire in the snackbar. We're also trying
to improve the asthetic atmosphere of the school: Next semester
we're inaugurating a new fun d raising drive designed to help the
war refugees in Hershey, Pa. This will consist namely of installing
pay toilets that will accept only dollar bills.
H.D.: What changes would you like to see further enacted?
E.N.: I'd like to see the removal of the damn pay toilets.
H.D.: What is the position, in your opinion of the fraternities on
campus:?
E.N.: Prone .
H.D.: What has been your greatest accomplishment so far as the
Independent goes?
E.N. : Having editorial board meetings on a regular basis with free brew
and music by the Aztecs.
H.D.: Yes, they do play Iron Butterfly material quite well. Due to the
fact that you are Asst. Feature Editor, you must have access to
official records. Do you know any facts of the legendary
Klondike Gold-Betty Stein controversy of the past year?
E.N. : None that I would care to divulge at the moment. We're still
getting over that one.
H.D.: Do you have any other nib lets of Official gossip for us?
E.N.: I understand Paul Matos has been appointe d editor of " Zebra."
H.D.: What is your opinion of student dissent in America?
E .N.: The trouble with most people is that they generalize. I'd like to
say this: that as far as student dissent is concerned, I would agree
with the concept as fou nd in the Hamiltonian Finance System of
the post-Revolutionary period as opposed to Jeffe rsonian
Democracy. I hope this answers your ques tion.
H.D.: So, in otherwo rds, you propose tearing do wn America!
E.N.: Ah . . . .
H.D .: Hmm, you're name, Naha, .. . . isn't that Russian?
E.N.: No, actually it-'-s Irish. In Gaelic it means O 'Brian.
H.D.: Don't try to hand me that, you dirty commie!
E.N .: Cleanliness has nothing to d o with my answer. .. .
H.D.: In closing , is there anything you'd like to say, swine?
E .N.: I think that my involvement here has helped me extrem ely, and
at the same time, my involvement with interested people has
helped the college develop in to the ty pe of institution it should
be. Luke 19: verse 4:6.

Race Not Only Problem"The Dialogue That Didn't"

at Newark State College be even
:by Eugene Fixler
Last week, approximately intelligently approached when a
eighty-five students got together roomful of our more motivated
in the Browsing Lounge with stu d ents appeared totally
three or four administrators, and incapable of talking to each other.
three or four members of the
One of the basic purposes of
faculty for the expressed purpose
.
the
dialogue was to break away
of "dialoguing." The topic for this
from the "Listening Posts" at
anticipated breakthrough of the
which students placed all their
NSC syndrome was "Race is Not
frustrations at the
the Only Problem at NSC ." My
administration's feet and expected
conclusions based upon two hours
them to be totally equipped with
of observation of group
answers for each of their problems
non-interaction were in complete
at the college. The format of the
support of the dialogue theme.
dialogue was to allow members of
How could the multiple problems
the faculty and administration to
observe students talking to each
other about the blind spots at
NSC; to react to what they heard;
Dr. Eugene G. Wilkins, U.S. and includes one fifth of all and perhaps to become more
president emeritus of Newark U.S. college students, is in the sensitive about some of the
State College, Union , is now process of establishing twenty p roblem.._s they helped to
serving as director of the international studies centers propagat~
Mexican-American International throughout the world, which will
Seconds after the introduction
Studies Center, due to open at the stress an intensive study of the life
University of the Americas new and culture of the various and guidelines were presented to
campus in Puebla, Mexico.
countries, not in comparison to insure that the administration
Dr. Wilkins is also a member of the U.S., but as a means of would not become the focal
the national board 0f directors of meeting the needs of the people point ; the administration became
the focal point. Perhaps out of a
the- American Association of State involved.
Colleges and Universities.
The first centers, in Canada desire to get the ball rolling and
The American Association of and Mexico, will open in 1970. get discussion moving, the
State, , <;::oll~ges and Universities., . The object of the ,centers will be . administrators v_e.rb~y .interv~rn,d
•
I I
•
which has 365 memb,e_rs in. -the ,
(Continued on Page 6)
(\ on_t.inur;d on Page 7)

Wilkins Serves As Director
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'"

Sound And Fury
"Truth cannot be Jorce,J, blft mast be allowed to plead for .itself."

Dema nds for Change:
Parking and Security
"With the Willis Hall parking lot
scheduled to be opened this week, most of
the current parking problem will be
alleviated," stated John S. Korley , Director
of Business Services (including parking and
security) in an interview with the
INDEPENDENT on September 12, 1969.
What a joke!
Willis Hall parking lot has now been
open for 2 months and the Newark State
commuter problem has not improved.
It has also come to our attention that
two incidents of "police brutality" oi
"rent-a-cop intimidation" have occured in
the last two weeks. The INDEPENDENT is
not the only organization on campus that
knows about these situations, but we have
not heard of an·y action being taken up by
· either the administration or the Student
Organization. The incidents involved two
students. The INDEPENDENT demands a
full investigation of both situations. We also
seek a full re-evaluation of the security force
on campus. We charge Mr. Wasserman,
chairman of the Student Council Committee
on parking and security to fully investigate
and report on these incidents to us and the
student body.
In an editorial in the October 23 issue,

we criticized. the newly instituted
traffic-routing patterns. The traffic pattern
still exists.
According to the master plan, there is
only one entrance to the Kean and gym lots,
and that is from Morris Ave. Students who
are unable to find a space in either the Willis
or Townsend Hall lots (the preferrable
parking spaces) must then venture aga in to
Morris Ave.
Students must wait for the interminably
long light at the TPA to change (the only
Morris Ave. exit where left turns are
permitted) get into Morris Ave., turn left
against an ever volumnous current of traffic
to get on to Green Lane, then into the
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campus again. This same inconvenience faces
those wishing to travel home via Green Lane
when they park in the Willis or Townsend
lots.
Besides these inconveniences, there is a
danger involved in the current set-up. Many
students, especially at night, ignore the
'one-way do not enter' sign and partial
blocking and enter into the Kean lot
illegally. The lane (and its sharp curve) is too
narrow to adequately fit opposing lanes of
traffic, especially when the traffic flow is
unexpected. (because it is illegal?)
The INDEPENDENT demands the
re-opening of the now "faculty parking"
area to fill its old function as a lane for
traffic to enter to Willis and Townsend lots.
The "one-way do not enter" sign and
partial blockade can be taken down and a
single lane of traffic can run through the
campus lots again.
We also want to know the number of
faculty parking spaces to the number of
faculty parking members, and its comparison
of student spaces to students. (Mr.
Wasserman , are you reading?)
We also want a full explanation of why
students receive parking tickets for parking
in "restricted faculty areas," when there is
no sign whatsoever in these areas (by Willis
Hall, for instance).
At present , all of the senior secondary
majors, the special ed majors and
one-quarter of the elementary majors are off
campus due to Student Teaching
assignments. Still the parking situation has
not improved.
We have a suggestion that warrants full
consideration. Open the parking lots behind
the dormitories. This lot can accomodate
approximately fifty cars and at present is
fully closed to all traffic.
The INDEPENDENT demands
satisfaction now from the administration
and our Parking and Security Committee.

Confused
To the Editor:
I have a suggestion to help
relieve the confusion in trying to
locate one's car in the parking lot.
Why not number the ROWS of
the lot - not the individual stalls
- just the rows. It would make it
much easier to find one's car if
you knew in which row you were
parked.
Also, what are the possibilities
of putting in more concrete
sidewalks especially from the
parking lot to Willis and the
Theater? Mud gets pretty deep at
times.
Rosanne '72

18-Year Note
To the Editor:
Is it really such a big surprise
that the proposed bill to lower the
voting age to 18 flunked out in
New Jersey?
Sort of reminds me of a song
which we too often sing:
How can people be so
heartless?
How can people be so cruel?
Easy to be hard,
Easy to say NO!
Just commenting,
Mark Russell, 1972

P r a ise?

I
j

positions of the TPA , checking
IDs of all entering.
As students of Newark State,
we are paying through student
fees for this right. If we are to
allow non-students to attend these
functions, then they should be
made to pay a small fee. This
would hopefully eliminate that
element who attend for the sole
purpose of creating a disturbance .
Respectfully,
Cliff Miller '70
Vincent Fiorenza

Thankful?.:
To the Editor :
We the undersigned wish to
express our heartfelt gratitude to
Mr. Eugene Fixler for making our
sorority tea a night to remember.
The efficiency with which he runs
Student Activities overwhelms us.
After being promised access to
the Hex room at 6:00 PM on
Sunday, Nov. 2, we arrived only
to find the student center in
complete darkness. A security
guard offered to call Mr. Fixler
upon hearing of our plight. Mr.
Fixler admitting that while he had
assigned us the room he had
forgotten to assign us an advisor.
Taking "out of sight, out of
mind" as his watchword for the
evening, Mr. "student activities,"
himself, instructed the security
guard to remove us with all
possible expediency. We wish to
thank the security guard for not
taking his words literally.
We only hope the girls that
attended our tea have a sense of
humor.
Gratefully yours,
The Sisterhood of
Del ta Sigma Pi
(Roseanne Bemben)

To the Editor:
To begin with, we would like
to congratulate the CCB on their
excellent selections of movies.
These presentations would be
even more enjoyable if it were not
for the continuous disruptions
and childish behavior of a
minority of the viewers. We feel
these disruptions are being caused
mainly by those people who don't
attend Newark State . As members
of the student body, we feel it is
our right to attend these
functions, it is a privilege for any
other. When this element begins To the Editor:
In answer to Miss Virginia
to abuse this privilege, then it
Vanover
'73, l do not feel that the
should be taken away. The only
solution would be to have freshman class is apathetic as she
(Continued on Page 5)
members of the CCB at various

Apathetic
Reply
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A Midsummer's
Night Dream

The Wisdom of the Comic Book
Last night, as I was wondering
how I became what I became and
what past influences might have
lead me to this dastardly fate , my
mind surprised me with a long
dormant incident that popped
into it. ... I suddenly recalled one
day when the young red-haired
cub reporter, fondly known by all
as Jimmy Olsen, had won a
million dollars in some insane
sweepstakes. A rival newspaper
ran the headline , OLSEN
MILLIONAIRE!, but what they
and the world didn't know was
that our friend Jimmy had
clumsily performed a million
dollars' worth of damage to some
baseball stadium, and he had
saved himself from a lawsuit by
reimbursing the enraged owner
with all his winnings. I suppose I
had never forgotten Jimmy's
reaction WI.en he spotted the
headline on a newsstand :
"Jeepers!" he thought, "They've
got the wrong scoop! They don't
know I'm penniless! (Sob!)" I had
stared at that page in
bewilderment - a newspaper was
actually stating FALSE
INFORMATION! "Incredible,"
my mind had responded in 1961.
"Could that ever possibly happen
in REAL LIFE? .... " (Needless
to say, my naive suspicions have
been confirmed innumerable
times since then .... )
Just then, I was suddenly
struck with a realization of the
amazing impact that comic books

have had upon my life. It was
Consider vocabulary first, and
probably Superman above all - think back to your own literary
that godlike ideal of a hero whose excursions with Superman.
only tragic flaw (or Achilles' Heel , Remember those Homeric
if you will) was deadly epithets, like "the Indestructible
Kryptonite ; whose courtly Man of Steel", "the Impetuous
romance for Lois Lane was girl reporter", the "Dynamic
executed with utmost chivalry ; Duo"? Not to mention
whose Nimble Wits and Wisdom "vulnerable" and "manifest",
surpassed all (he was even fair "eons", and "superficial" ....
enough to leave Gothan City to · those are rather impressive words
Batman so that he could have his 'for a young kid to have in his
own comic book series) ; and who head. Take Psychology: remember
(disguised as Clark Kent) fought a Clark Kent's furtive phone booth
Nev~r-E~ding Battle for_Truth and metamorphoses into his alter ego,
Justice m a Metropolis of good Superman? Now it seems to me
guys with gorgeous bodies and like an perpetual identity crisis red-white-and-blue minds, ugly the Real vs the Ideal self.
thugs with catchy nicknames and Remember the Man of Steel's
cr~a~ive crimes, and aliens of a flights through time and space at
b_r~~ant purple or green hue, the speed of light, and his
V1s1ting from _ a far-off galaxy - inability to alter the Fate of past
whose trite adventures and future history? Those
nonetheless had a strangely adventures left me in wonderment
profuun~ influence upon my of time, inevitability and the
~oncept1on _of the world; an infinity of a universe that
influence which, l feel certain, has contained all kinds of miraculous
reached far deeper than any I was stars, planets, meteors, rockets supposed to have received from and even other SUNS and
my sixth grade class at the time. PEOPLE! I began reflecting about
No doubt my comic book questions like "What would have
addiction was motivated primarily happened if --?" for the first
by the deep desire to avoid doing time . I even became curious about
that boring homework for as long what the center of the earth might
as possible, yet it was in the midst be I ike: remember when
of this diversion that I discovered Superman literally "short--cutted"
what it felt like to be actually to China by burroughing through
INTERESTED in tl1e stuff school the world at super-speed? The
was stuffing down our throats; for editors never failed to point out
the first time, I read with some sedimentary landmarks
pleasure.
along the way.
I could say, in fact, that I was a
sort of scholar of a twentieth
century mythical cult, complete
with prototypes, archetypes, and
an Odyssey full of adventures.
Despite the frequent shallowness

Instead of letting your parents
sit home wondering whatever
happened to their personal
investment in higher education,
pick up the telephone
and call home.

BY D.L.

''There must be some way out of here, said the joker to the
thief' .... "And all the people stopped and stared. They'd seen his face
before, but nobody was sure if he was really from the House of Lords."
Who? The Walrus? The Walrus is Paul. No, the Walrus is John.
Does it really matter? Speed freak/ spaced out/ still no escape. We sat
by the back porch bench in Belmar, listening to the wind.
''Why do people take dope, daddy?" See the parade. The big
parade. In Belmar. Soldiers by the hundreds swimming from the sea.
D'Jais. Still can't get no satisfaction. Christ, this looks like Newark
State's back yard.
"I thought we were going to get AWAY from all this. Hand me
the wine .. . .,
"Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine."
I'm the joker, you're the thief, SEE. And we gotta GET OUTTA
here. ''Why, whattsa matter with you. . . . Are you anti-social or
something"?
See the salesman selling speed. My kid never takes dope. Our
heads were high. I was beginning to understand. Only why was
everybody so spaced out?
Sure college life is rough, but has it really come to THIS? I just
got through reading What Happens in Fort Lauderdale. Belmar Maybe?
l doubt it.
So we got in the car, ten P.M., bottle of wine and drove down to
Wildwood. ( a different day, a different time.) Wildwood. What a town.
At Ten O'Clock in the morning and Five in the evening the whole damn
place goes inert and everyone stops to pledge allegiance to the flag.
"Hey you, smoking mother nature." "Yeah," accuses the voice
"whaddya want?" Oh, nothing. Nothing at all.
'
The people talk to themselves. And the girls. "You say you love
me and you're thinking of me." Yeah, but that was yesterday. If you
leave me now I'm gonna start shooting smack.
Walking down the road back in Belmar. Old friends/ Bookends/
paperback editions. Ken Kesey's One Fl ew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
One Flew over Belmar. Come'n. Let's get out of here.
Drive down to Point Pleasant. Asbury Park. Try to pick up high
school girls (Tommy, can you hear me).
Come back to Belmar. Just like in the stories. My First Summer
at the Shore. Come on now, let's be honest. You can't always get what
you want. (But you usually get what you need.)
Before leaving, I saw an old friend. (About a year old). He looked
awfully spaced out. "Hey ---- ," I shouted, "Are you on Dope."
He told me the truth. ''The only dopes," he replied, "Are the
people."
AMEN. (With apologies to B. Dylan, J. Lennon,
P. Townsend , P. Simon and M. Jagger)

(Cunlinu~<l on Page: 7)
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lillplted m her letter t_o the editor
m th e November 6 issue of the

~'!.'!.'!:~be~~~' !:~11
occurred to her that the lack of
re sponse to th e frosh elections

Lounge 'till 2:0 0 A.M.
Luncheon 11 :30 A .M. _-

But be economical about it. Some times are
cheaper than others, if you're calling long
distance. And as long as you are about to do
the "right" thing, do it right.
Now, don't you feel devoted and slightly
self-righteous already?
lnkrstatl' station-to-station rate chart
F

SAT.

SUN.

7a.m.5p.m.-

3:00 P.M .

Dinner -

5:30 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.

----..:___;_--

A Little B it of England!

DICKEN'S PUB
580 NORTH AVE., UNION, N.J~

5p.m.7p.m.
7p.m.7a.m.

Folk Singing - Tues.,

Midnight-

7 a.m.

Shown here are maximum rates for 3 minute station-to-station
calls to a!lywhere in the continental United States, except Alaska.
Tax not included.
You can also call station-to-station anywhere in New Jersey for 25t
or less, plus tax, week nights after seven, and all day Saturday and
Sunday. Collect calls not included.
These rates 'do not apply to credit card calls, calls billed to a third
number or person-to-person calls.

Wed., Thurs., Fri.
9 'till Late
FROSTED MUGS Of BEER
HOT OPEN SANDWICHES

@New Jersey Bell

lack of
camp aigning on the parts of the
candidates. Several sign s we re
pos ted, a one period forum was
held and the candidates all made
la st ditched efforts outside th e
college center to get vo tes. I for
one , and I'm quite sure that I
don't stand alone , do not consider
this much of a c'ampaign. Not one
controversial issue was brought up
(to my knowledge) that the voters
could use to decide who they
would back . So therefore, V.V.
'73, in my opinion the 66% of the
freshmen class that did not vote
should be con sidered less
apathetic than anyone because of
their refusal to participate in such
a personality con test .
Yours truly ,
A concerned freshman
NOTICE

Kappa Delta Pi presents
''The Montessori School"
Meeting Room A
Downs Hall
7 p.m.
All are invited to attend.
Luncheon ~

Dinner
~¥ks

GEORGE'S
Restaurant & Lounge
Featuring Giant Sized:
Ho t Dogs
* Burgers*
Steamed Clams
and Jumbo Shrimp
686-1200

Z258 Morris Ave., Union, N.J.
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Theatre Guild Requests Presence Reaction To Speech
To Visit ."Kingdom of Camelot" Cited As Negative
(Continued from Page 2)

The "Royal" Theatre Guild of
Newark State College hereby
r_equests your presence at 8:30 on
November 20, 21, or 22 in the
Theater of the Performing Arts to
join them in their visit to the
Kingdom of Camelot.
Lerner and Loewe's award
winning musical "Camelot" is one
of the largest productions the
Theatre Guild has ever presented.
Best remembered for songs such
as "Camelot," "If Ever I Would
Leave You", "It's May", "How to
Handle a Woman", the musical
has a cast of 45 and is directed by
Mr. James R. Murphy. Working on
the design and technical end is Mr.
Richard Turick. He and his crew,
numbering close to 100, have
enhanced the splendor of the play
with elaborate scenery and over
200 hand made costumes. The
college's music department is by
no means· a small part of this
presentation . Miss Annajean
Brown, Dr. Louis Huber, Mr.

Lowell Zimmerman, Mr. William
Feldman and Mr. Thomas Herron
are all lending their various talents
to the production. The 35 piece
orchestra consists of Newark State
students and professional or
semi-professional musicians.
Those familiar with the play or
the motion picture version
undoubtedly know that Camelot
is set in the pageantry of sixteenth
century England, where the
beautiful Queen Guinevere (Mary
Defusco) finds herself falling in
love with King Arthur's favorite
Knight of the Round Table, Sir
Lancelot (Alan Wichinsky).
Knowing of their love-affair,
Arthur (Steve Rodgers) restrains
his inner strife and shows his
nobility.
Students may receivP
complimentary tickets for the
show by presenting their
identification cards at the Theatre
Lobby Box office. The admission
for all others will be $I.SO for

"Dialogue That Didn't"
(Continued from Page 3)

and asked for questions and
comments. The next hour and one
half was spent by the authorities'
fielding a barrage of questions
directed at them both verbally
and visually . The students in the
room appeared to have no ability
at all to ask questions of each
other, and to seek out each
others' feelings and ideas but
consistently gravitated their
comments towards the "Father
Figures" in the room.
The authority bit is a real
problem and a hangup at Newark
State and students seem to have
even less success in dealing with
each other when members of the
perceived authority group are in
the same room. By the same
token , the authority group
members do not seem to know
how to drift into the .background
of the group , feel comfortable
with prolonged silences, and listen
at greater length to the mood and
character of the student group .
They instead perceive that the
students are looking for strong
leadership and they are probably
right. The degree to which they
are correct makes it imperative for
Newark State College students
and student leaders to take a long
hard look at themselves and ask if
they are deserving of the power
they demand. As a matter of fact,

it might be best for them to
surrender the power they
currently command for a time in
the future when they prove that
they merit it.

orchestra seats and $1.00 for
mezzanine. Tickets will be
available at the Box Office from 9
A.M. to 5 P.M., November 10th
through I 5th and 9 A.M. to 9
P.M. November 17th through
21st. Seats for the production are
going fast and a Wednesday
performance is being
sch e d.u 1 e d in order to
accommodate all of the ticket
requests. Further information of
the latter contact box office.
So:
"Don't let it be forgot
That once there was a spot
For one brief shining moment
That was known as Camelot."

believe that these realities must
prevail and that the war cannot
long be carried on against the will
of the American people."

The radical and political writer
and editor of I.F. Stone's Weekly ,
stated that Nixon blamed every
president in the last 20 years but
himself for the war. "He didn't
say that in 1954 when he was vice
president, he wanted to send
ground troops in .. ,. . This is
Nixon's war from way back."
Stone was particularly angered
by Nixon's comparisons between
the Vietnam War and the two
World Wars. ''To mistake Ho for
the Kaiser or Hitler is ridiculous;
it's absolutely silly," he said.

A.S.I.S. To Oller Free Service
Free service is the keynote of full health and accident insurance
the new American Student for any American stude_n t in
Information Service Program. Europe; a complete longplay
(A. S. 1. S.) The new ASIS language record course; and
Scholarship Fund allows the numerous other services and items
organization to provide, free of such as free flight bags, etc.
charge, the following services: a
ASIS Scholarsh ip
paying job in Europe, 4-day
This
means that the new ASIS
5-country orientation trips
( including transportation , Scholarship will be paying for
accommodations and all meals) ; most of a student's summer in
testing , registration and Europe and students will actually
enrollment in an ASIS-Eurocentre earn money as long as they work
Language Laboratory in Europe; at a paying job in Europe .

While it is true that the group
itself may have been too unwieldy
for good dialogue and may have
been too unwieldy for interaction,
it may also be correct to assume
that the students in this room
would not have opened up with
each other under any
circumstances. If anything, they
appeared to be totally
uncomfortable with each other
and much more attuned to
listening to administrative ideas
and platforms . It is probably also
true that they would have related
much better to a carefully
pre-defined topic precisely laid
out for them in the introduction.
In any event, I sincerely hope
that we do show up for another
dialogue and whether it is more
defined or not that the students
involved attempt to talk to each
other about the day to day crises
they face and the overall problems
as they perceive them at Newark
State College. The alternative is
shattering : "Going back to the
snack bar to stare at each other
across the grimy tables; or going
back to the various cliques and
interest groups to "bitch."

Students may obtain free
material by writing to: Dept: 11
ASIS , 22 Ave. De La Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg. However, each
inquiry must include $ 2 to cover
overseas handling and airmail
postage because each student is
sent a handbook, lists of available
paying jobs in Europe, registration
and application forms , European
transportation schedules, maps,
charts, photos and a student
discount card application.

e'll saveyou
a triportwo.
three.
Every tampon
use is a trip to the
er Room .
.•.··•·•· · e fewer tampons you
k·c to make.
SJ;mpons. They're so
. J 1tbsorbent you 'll probably
.,. . .· need fe\,-cr of them.

WI-IVS A NICE GIRL
LIKE YOU FEELING

made \vith soft, absorbent rayon. ·
First, there ·s a gentle rayon cover. Thrn a layer of
rayon fibers that absorb quickly. Then another
layer of fine rayon storage fibers that absorb stcaaily. And,
in the center, a cushioned layer that holds.
=-and holds some more.
.__
Can you imagine? Some tampons arc just chunks of
cotton. :."Jo wonder you probably need more of them.
This month try MEos.They come in regular or super,
\vith ~ soft polyethylene applicator.
See how much better fewer tampons can be.

MJIMMIJH

EVERY MONTH? THATS PREHISTORIC.'
You ·rl' 1101 .is 111i111 ,IS usual~ 11·s 01111 1u11por.1r1.
1ou know . A rnonrhly prohll'rn . Bur "ho c,rl', "hl'n
1ou h .l\l' 1ha1 puffy. hloarnl. " Oh. I'm ,o Lu lt:ding ",
TRENDAR . 1ha1., who. TRE;\'DAR'l.I. hdp kt.Tl'}'"'
,lirn as you are al l rnonrh long . Ir, rno,lcrn d1url'lll
l w ,11er-reducing ) anion urnrrols ll'lllpor.1r1 prl'-mcn ,rrual wl'ighr gain. (Thar can hl' up 10 - poun, b'. 1 Sr.,rr
1.1k1ng TRFNDAR 110 7 days hdorl' th,1111me . 1r ·11 hl·lp
11 1. ,kl' 1·ou look he11er and feel hc11er

TRENOAR..ITMAKES YOIJ GLAO YOl/kE AGIRL!

resources in Vietnam serves no
national interest - that, to the
contrary, it damages our position
in the world and distracts us from
constructive work at home.
"But Mr. Nixon seems to be
saying that no peaceful objection,
no show of popular opposition,
no informed commentary , will
have the slightest effect on his
predetermined course of action ."
Brown said the Moratorium
will continue to call for
mid-month protests against the
war, because its leaders are
convinced that , "President Nixon
has misjudged the mood of this
country, just as he has misjudged
the realities of Vietnam. We

.
I
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Younger Generation Should
Attempt More Understanding
by Joe O liva

The time through which the
United States is now passing is a
strained , troubled period of
history . Fathers, sons, brothers
and husbands are giving their lives
for causes which the population as
a whole cannot justify or even
understand. Strife , hatred and
violence are threatening to
destroy society. This country is in
a period of economic prosperity ,
and technology and science are
rapidly expanding knowledge yet there are pathetically ignorant
people within U.S. borders who
are diseased , starving ,
downtrodden, and barely capable
of clinging to existence .
Traditional values are being
ignored and forgotten .
Institutions into which faith has
always been entrusted, are being
corrupted and destroyed . It is,
therefore, understandable that
people feel alone, adrift, and
incapable of controlling their
destinies.
Our generation, however, must
not despair and withdraw for the
road of withdrawal from
established society is too
convenient and easy to follow . We
cannot afford to feel alienated
and drop out, excusing our
irresponsible behavior with the
weak rationalization that we

...............................
: ACTOR'S CAFE:

::·:

THEATRE .:::::
lllllll &. CEKTUI. AVES., East Or11111

f'M9i
CRmCS'PRIZEl'lA\' <r=:J:D
~
• • ro ld.P.t.a.••r
-=Th•
Homeco~g
Nov. 13, 14, 16
20, 21 , 22/2 8, 29th
Call 67S·l8'8'1 For R1Htvatlon1

• A-,le frH P•uig • l■r fcKilities
College S tude nt Pric es
Thurs. & Fri. $ 2 .00 & $ 2 .50
Sat. $2.40 & $ 2 .90

In-Bred Dialect Serves
To Stunt Learning

spoken hastily and without
thought, we should attempt to
understand him as we demand
that he understand us, realizing
that he speaks what he considers
to be the truth and that he
accurately reflects the emotional
mood of many Americans.

cannot exist in such a decadent
world. We are the young - our
fate and destiny and the future of
our nation lies in our own hands!
It is imperative that we accept this
responsibility and seize the
opportunity to lead the way . We
cannot do this by continual
protest against our government.
This is not to suggest that
constructive criticism and dissent
are not essential elements of a free
society , but rather to emphasize
that at some point a more positive
form of action must be taken .
Over the past decade , a gap of
mistrust has been created and is
widening due to the polarization
of political ideologies. As the
younger generation, we should be
aware that we are the most mobile
of the divided political forces and
that it is essential that we initiate
the move back to center. When,
for example, the Vice President of
the United States refers to us as
"impudent snobs" for
participating in the Vietnam War
Moratorium, we must not react
negatively by calling him an
"incompetent idiot" which he is
not, for this only increases
bitterness and mistrust. Instead,
although we feel that he has

In the light of what has been
stated here , I urge all of the
people who are identified with the
younger generation to seriously
consider the implications of the
November 15 protest in respect to
what they hope will be the
outcome - that is the end of the
war in Vietnam. It is my firm
belief that the administration is
sufficiently aware of our mood
and the mood of the nation as a
result of the October Moratorium.
It is also my belief that nothing
beneficial can be accomplished by
demonstrating in Washington on
Novem~er 15 for we cannot hope
to force our views upon the
government when there are so
many Americans opposing our
actions. The time to re-establish
trust and understanding and to
close the gap is now and the
responsibility for initiating this
trend lies with us.

Wilkins Serves

dean of the college at Newark
State for five years previous to his
appointment as president.
Wilkins also taught graduate
work in Munich, Germany and
was in India in 1963 on a grant
from the State Department to
study Indian culture and confer
with Ind ian educators.
Spending his year's sabbatical
in Mexico to organize the center,
Wilkins plans to return next year
to Newark State College as
president emeritus and professor.
On retirement, he intends to settle
in Mexico at Guernavaca.
"Our students," Wilkins stated,
"represent a middle-income group
who would not normally study
abroad. Our purpose will be to
make study at one of the foreign
centers only slightly more
expensive than study at home in a
state university.

(Continued from Page 3)

to inform Stateside students of
the possibilities of international
study and to insure them of full
credit for all courses taken outside
the U.S. on their return to the
member college.
Dr. Wilkins, who is organizing
the center in Mexico, has a
background of 43 years of public
education beginning as a high
school teacher of English at
Electra, Texas in 1926. He was
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Joe Cocker

&the Grease

Band

plus

Blaze
All tickets $5.00

WALLACE BEERY
UNDERWEAR SHIRT
(FOR HIP GUYS 'N GALS)
PURLE STRIPES AND A
BUNCH OF COLORS
$6.. .YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT

1

·I

Wednesday, December 3, 1969
at 8:30 p.m.

1

at:

i

l

1

Rahway Theater
l
·1rving Street
Rahway, N .J.
!

!

Sr. Class of Rahway High
for info call :
HEAD FOR THE. BULL SHED IN .
. •. SOUTH ORANGE
MONDAY & THURSDAY 'TIL ·1
BUZZ THE BARN 713-0MO
,
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·Social Welfare
Major To Be
Offered
A new major in Social Welfare
has been announced by Dr. Nellie
D. Stone , advisor to the program.
While freshman may declare
Social Welfare as their major
interest, it is also possible for
sophomores and juniors to enter
this program, if approved by the
Social Welfare Advisor.
The General Education
requirements for this
pre-professional program are
different from those for Liberal
Arts Majors in not including a
foreign language.
During the spring semester,
three courses will be open as
electives to students from any
class who can meet the
prerequisites, or are accepted by
the instructors. The courses listed
under the Special Education
department are: Introduction to
Social Welfare, Contemporary
Social Policy and Services, and
Methods of Social Research. For
furt her information, contact Dr .
Stone in the child center.

Wisdom of Comic Boole
(Continued from Page 5)

of the plot, the characters and
situations - judging from my
childhood dreams and
identifications - touched my
unconscious mind as well. There
was Jimmy Olsen, that Naive
Youth fairly Bungling with Good
Intentions; Lois Lane, the
embodiment of Feminine
Curiosity; Lana Lang, the
completion of the Eternal
Triangle (like a Betty for an
Archie and Veronica); even Perry
White, the Boss and Father figure.
Superman himself moved me less
as a character than as an
adventurer. He was too perfect in
that his only faults were external :
kryptonite and Mr. Mxpltyk (sp?)
(remember that ugly dwarf from
the Fourth Dimension who comes
to plague Superman's Nimble Wits
every 99 days?). He isn't even
afflicte d by HUBRIS, that
universal disease among mythical
heroes. He's a virtuous drag.
And yet I didn't give a damn
when my tenth grade English class
was in traduced to the lore of the
Ancient Greeks, or earth science,

PIANO TEACHER sought by
Roselle family to give private
lessons in our home to boy and
girl. NSC student acceptable. Must
have full knowledge of music and
theory. Phone 245-2740.

388-8500

who trains Shadeville School's
teachers in second-language
techniques. Use of the technique
has already spread to the county's
consolidated high school.

or history. It was in the world of
comics that I first experienced a
fascination about questions that
could never have interested me in
a public school environment.
Although their information was
often fictitious and their literature
was more frequently inferior,
comics stimulated my natural
curiosity, made me want to
experience the sensation of
thinking and awe of existence. In
fact , if I were to trace the source
of the "educational" discoveries
that inspired me most, I would
recall, not nursery school ,
grammar school, junior high, etc.
- but Captain Kangaroo , the
Mickey Mouse Club, Superman,
and Dick Clark. Probe your own
past and see if you can say the
same.

NOTICE
Students may file UDEA loan
app l ications for spring
semester. Apply now to
Director of Financial Aid,
Townsend 106.

Classified A·d--s

sponsored by:

'

Children who speak an in-bred
dialect can have trouble
understanding a teacher who uses
regular American English. Such a
breakdown in communication can
stunt learning.
The most recent example of
linguistic breakdown came in
Wakulla County, Fla., where the
en tire student body of the
segregated Shadeville Elementary
School uses speech that language
specialists have described as
"African dialect preserved by
racial isolation, mixed with
fragments of older English forms,
other languages, and distortions of
standard English."
The school's academic
achievement was never high, and
the students were considered a
generally dull lot. When special
federal funds provided instruction
in the French language, some
critics felt the subject would be
too difficult for many of the
children to learn.
To everyone's surprise, the
student body learned French
much more readily than any other
subject in the curriculum. School
officials had to face the possibility
that the cause for poor student
learning was the school's failure to
communicate, not the students'
inability to learn.
The teaching method is
essentially drill to attack the most
common dialect traits plus those
that are special problems in the
class, says Mrs. Polly Guilford,
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Please return all Veneral Disease
surveys as soon as possible to
mailbox 797 .

* * *
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
on yout fifth year! ...
~- o' ~• J ,
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Squires Bow To Trenton State
In Last Conjerenee Play 4-0
Last Wednesday beneath rainy
skies, Trenton State added to the
gloom of the day, beating the
Squires 4-0. The game was played
under the worst possible
conditions, as in addition to the
continuous downpour, being
blown by a twenty miles per hour
wind, the temperature was low in
the 40-50 degree range to add to
the discomfort. During the first
half the field was wet and
slippery, but in the final two
periods, the field for the most
part was under water, the center
of the field a sea of mud. Despite
the weather, there were a handful
of fans which was encouraging.
Trenton began the scoring late
in the first period when Frank
Nowack put the ball past Jorge
Barca the onrushing Squire goalie ,
into the nets. During the first
period Trenton had many other
scoring attempts , the closest one
was a shot on goal with no goalie
in the way , which stopped dead in
a puddle of water in front of the
goal. In the middle of the second
period , the second Trenton goal
came when Dave Scittarelli shot ,
but failed to score when the ball
stopped in the water as Bob Smith
put his foot on it to tap it across
the line.
Returning to the water-logged
field after halftime intermission
the players found little solid
ground to play on. For the most
part, they spent the period
bathing in mud and water, with
the remaining time shivering from
the cold. Trenton State finished
their scoring in the third period
on two fluke goals. Early in the
period, Bob Welsh passed to John
Billings on the right side of the
goal who took the shot , Goalie

Pi Upsets Tau
Chi Downs Phi

Fraternity football got off to a roaring start this year as Sigma
Theta Chi rolled over Nu Sigma Phi and Nu Delta Pi upset Sigma Beta
Tau. Despite the miserable playing conditions, both games were
well-played with good sportsmanship. Next week Chi plays Pi and Mu
plays Phi.
In a game reminicent of last
. The unbeatable blac~ and gold
year's Super Bowl , underdog Nu tid~ of S~gma Theta Chi rolled on
Delta Pi trounced favored Sigma agam this past Saturday against
Beta Tau 27-0.
Nu Sigma Phi , 36-0, to remain
The ~reen & white made .1 unbeaten in fraternity football for
known from the start they woul~ the 13th time in a row. Things
be hard to beat when they scored co_uldn't go wrong for the . Chi
eight points in the opening g~1d~ers as t~ey started_,off_w1th a
minutes of the game. After a deep big mterception on Phis first set
punt to start the game,- Tau of downs by Fred Kuculoo , who
attempted to move the ball in the ran 40 yards for a touchdown
end zone for a Pi safety. Receiving c~tti_ng across the field and
❖,, a kickoff from Tau, Kevin ' p1ckmg up several good blocks.
McConville returned the ball forty Failing to move . the ball , Phi was
yards. Two downs later, Phil forced to kick, with Jack Hart
Scardill i flipped a pass to Steve receiving and putting the ball in
Basarab who ran thirty-five yards excellent field position. Marching
for the touchdown . The point down the field on short screen
after was missed on a blocked pass passes by quarterback Pete
by Al Kincel.
Creutzburger, Chi claimed the
After the touchdown Tau drive with a twenty-five yard pass
marched down the field f;r their play to Mario Tursi.
biggest threat of the game , being
In the second pe_riod, Chi
held on the one yard line by the rolled . on agam scormg when
Pi defense. Capping the march was Kermit Clements rolled ~ut
a fifteen yard run by quarterback around end for ten yards makmg
Frank Lineberry a pass the _score 1~-0. Late_in th~ se~ond
Squires in recent Conference play
interference
penalty and a pass penod, Mano was hit agam with a
Barca slipped in the mud going to easy for the Trenton defense to
the ball and as a result, the ball break up the plays. Ivo Lekich over center by Lineberry to Sal pass, this time over the middle for
yards to end the scoring for
squeezed between his legs into the and Dave Colpitts played an Mantegna putting the ball short of forty
the per_iod.
the
goal
with
a
first
down.
In
the
.
.
goal. The final goal came on a excellent game on the line,
remaining
downs
Tau
failed
to
I
~urmg
the
penod
Ph1
had a
coming
back
to
help
on
defense
shot over the head of Barca which
Jorge couldn't get to because of many times. Hank Rutkowski and score as Mantegna caught a pass 1ar . time making things click
the 2 inch mire in front of the Bob Liddle also made many out of the end zone and a rush despite the valiant efforts of
clutch plays, not to mention and a pass play were also stopped. quarterback Ron Lukas, w!10
goal.
In the second quarter Pi again made_ several go_o ? runs despite
Barca who had twenty-two saves
the slippery conditions.
In the fourth period the in one of his better games this scored this time on a pass b
Scardilli
to
halfback
John
Morrrs
In the second half, the Ph,
Squires controlled the ball almost season despite the score.
The Squires are now 4-8 with a alone on the flat on Pi's forty defense got ~etter ~ue to the
scoring several times, but coming
up short every time because the final conference record of 2-3 , yard line for a seventy yard pass efforts of Rick ~n~kson ~nd
ball would stop dead in the mud while Trenton is 8-4 with a 3-0 play. Pi again failed to make the Rocco Mazza, and IJffilted Chi to
extra point, making the score at onl~ one touchdown in the third
in front of the goal area, making it conference record.
half-time, 14-0.
penod. It was the efforts of these
During the second half, the two players that prevented Chi
game was more closely contested from scoring any extra points
with no long pass plays, the ball after touchdown. In the middle of
continually changing hands. Two the third period, Jack Hart made a
Tau drives were stopped by key tremendous punt return for a
interceptions by Pi defensemen. touchdown picking up excellent
Attention Ski enthusiastics, ski
Although wrestling is a bums, bunnies, etc. - Newark One by Mcconville would surely bloc~ing doing som_e pretty good
relatively new sport to Newark State's newly formed ski club is have been a touchdown. Pi was runnmg for about eighty yards, to
.,
State, its veteran members are for you! Over 80 students already able to score again however, end the scor_in_g for Chi.
. The dec1dmg fac_to.r for Ch1 _s
well experienced. Those realized this and attended the eluding the reshuffled Tau defenseoutstanding wrestlers deserving club's first meeting where caused by pre-game injuries. On victory was defm1tely theJT
recognition and who are returning proposed ski trips and prices were one particular Pi drive , Scardilli outstanding defense as Phi was
passed from the Tau twenty-five· unable to penetrate Chi territory.
for a second season are Jerry
discussed.
to McConville for the five who ran On the other hand, their offense
McLaughlin, a 137 pounder; Mike
Newark State which will plan it over for the third Pi despite the five touchdowns, had
Ricci, a 145 pounder; Dieter
ski trips with the predominately touchdown. In the closi~g three touchdowns called back
Schaffner, wrestling at 191 lbs.;
male Bloomfield College, will be minutes Pi scored again on because of penalties and several
and Richard Spakowski, wrestling
eligible for rates for discount another pass play this time to other passing attempts in the end
at heavy weight.
group rates. Night trips to Great George Gilcrest for a forty yards, zone fell incomplete. Chi's
All weight classes are opened Gorge and Vernon Valley , New followed by an extra point by kick-off team was also exceptional
for the squad - ranging from 115 Jersey will be held on weekdays Tom Hanlon on a pass from placing the ball in good field
Scardilli.
position each time.
lbs. to heavy weight. Those from 6:00 to 11 :00 P.M.
For such trips rentals (skies,
students already enrolled in a
wrestling course under 'NSC ' s boots, poles) will cost $3.50; lift
Physical Education Program are ticket, $4.00; and transportation,
Nancy Pimm. The "Spiker" team
especially requested to take an $1.00.
by Jennifer Perone
Vermont will be the scene of at
avid interest. Everyone is welcome
placed second, Sandy Walesak,
to join, however, remember that least one weekend trip. Thirty
Woman's Volleyball · captain, Joan Swetsky, Jackie
your involvement will require dollars (30) will cover In tramurals have just been Wal!ach, Roberta Goldberg, Carol
transportation, meals and lodging. completed and winners of the Wan~r, Pat Donnelly, Pat Wright
frequent and rigorous training.
Also members will benefit from competition selected. Open to any and =-~Marianne Monaco. Both
reduc!;!d rates at nearby ski shops. NSC Woman student, teams were
teams .;;;..ire now scheduled to
Everyone interested should
formed
by
sororities,
clubs
or
any
compete
in an intercollegiate
leave his name , phone number,
group
of
interested
individuals
volleyball
match, Monday,
and mailbox no. in MB No. 562.
who attended and joined in the December 15 , at Ocean County
For further information
weekly games. Out of a number of College.
The Sigma Beta Tau Alumni
concerning the squad , consult Mr.
participating teams, first place was
will
present
on
Nov.
20
at
7:30
Don't forget Woirien's
Lipson in the Math Department.
in the Little Theatre a panel
won by the "Vanguards." The Basketball. All NSC students are
The first wrestling meeting of
discussion on The Business
team consisted of Evelyn Dierolf, welcome . The first game will be
the season will be scheduled soon.
World versus the Teaching
captain,
Margie Carroll, Paula held in December, but practices
The time, date and place will be
Profession. All students are
Cinkewicz,
Bobbi Marino, Eileen are starting this month. Monday,
posted for your convenience.
welcome.
Szpara,
Julie
Borodziewicz, Irene November 17, is first practice at
Don' t stop to think - SIGN UP
Stropiello,
Diane
Walker, a11d 7:30 in the Gym.
NOW!!!
••

Wrestling Team To Ski Club
Resume Activities Formed
By Lois Abate
Men , are you looking for a way
to build up that longed for
physique , slim down that extra
insulation, or develop that hidden
strength? Then, look no further
because here is the IDEAL
solution.
Soon to resume for the second
consecutive year at Newark State
is wrestling. This is your
opportunity to acquire agility,
skill, strength, timing, and
agressiveness. Under the
supervision of head coach, Mr.
Stan Lipson, NSC wrestling has
risen from a campus club activity
to an intercollegiate sport.
A regulation collegiate
wrestling match is nine minutes,
each consisting of three-minute
periods. The object of this
competition is to pin the
opponent's shoulders to the mat.
Once this is accomplished the
match is ended.
However, if no one is pinned
during a match, it is awarded to
the contestant with the most
points. Poir1ts are awarded on the
basis of: a take-down on the mat
for maintaining advantage durin~
a reversal of position from a
defensive one on the mat, for a
near fall, for an escape from a
defensive position , and also for
riding time.

Volleyball Winners Sel·ected

Notice

